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Preface to Second Edition 

I feel encouraged by the widespread response from students and co teachers in astrology 
who have gone through the first edition. 
 
I am presenting this second edition, thoroughly revised with few additions for an easy 
insight into the subject. 
 
All possible efforts have been taken to improve the usefulness of the book. The feedback 
received from different sources has been taken care. 
 
Students are requested to go through the “Preface” to the First edition also in the next 
pages for a deeper understanding of the origin of K P System of Astrology.  
 
In this edition - new chapter on Manual procedure for Casting of Birth chart in K P System 
is included.  Every student of astrology must know the manual process of casting a Birth 
chart mainly to understand the value of good and bad times the native is undergoing at the 
time of astrological consultations.  This is known only by practice. We know such 
experiences - around two decades back - when there was no proper astrological software 
for casting of birth charts. Today - those who are conversant with the manual process of 
casting of birth chart can easily trace the errors, if any, in computer output. 
 
Other highlights are (1) Subject matter has been developed and refined in the light of K P 
principles, (ii) imbedded Vedic astrology back ground has been meaningfully explained 
(iii) new case studies added for exercises,  (iv) every care is taken to minimize number of 
pages in view of the raising cost factor.  
 
Needless to mention - that in astrology - research is a continuous process - because with 
every birth chart a new SOUL is landing on this planet. Every Soul has come with a 
different KARMIC DEBT. By this we can see that many men are similar but not identical 
in their behavior. 
 
Moreover, every native is facing complex and complicated socio economic conditions for 
his survival. Astrologer need to decode the birth chart amidst ever changing socio-
economic conditions. This needs a constant research on the part of astrologer. 
 
I am grateful to all those who have helped me in this revised edition. 
I always believe that there is always a scope for improvement - mainly in astrological 
studies. I, therefore, with that every student will continue to do research whenever they 
decode a birth chart.           
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